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Abstract
Heterogeneous and dirty data is abundant. It is stored under different, often opaque schemata, it represents identical real-world objects multiple times, causing duplicates, and it has missing values and
conflicting values. Without suitable techniques for integrating and fusing such data, the data quality of
an integrated system remains low. We present a suite of methods, combined in a single tool, that allows
ad-hoc, declarative fusion of such data by employing schema matching, duplicate detection and data
fusion.
Guided by a SQL-like query against one or more tables, we proceed in three fully automated steps:
First, instance-based schema matching bridges schematic heterogeneity of the tables by aligning corresponding attributes. Next, duplicate detection techniques find multiple representations of identical
real-world objects. Finally, data fusion and conflict resolution merges each duplicate into a single,
consistent, and clean representation.

1 Fusing Heterogeneous, Duplicate, and Conflicting Data
The task of integrating and fusing data involves the solution of many different problems, each one in itself
formidable: Apart from the technical challenges of accessing remote data, heterogeneous schemata of different
data sets must be aligned, multiple but differing representations of identical real-world objects (duplicates) must
be discovered, and finally the duplicates must be fused to present a clean and consistent result to a user. In
particular this final step is seldomly or inadequately addressed in the literature. Figure 1 shows the three steps
and the inconsistencies they bridge.
Each of these tasks has been addressed in research individually at least to some extent: (i) Access to remote
sources is now state of the art of most integrated information systems, using techniques such as JDBC, wrappers, Web Services etc. Such technical heterogeneities are not addressed in this article and we assume JDBC or
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Figure 1: The three steps of data fusion
file-based access to the relational data sources. (ii) Schematic heterogeneity has been a research issue for at least
two decades, first in the context of schema integration and then to automatically generate schema mappings.
Especially recently, schema matching techniques have made great progress in automatically detecting correspondences among elements of different schemata. (iii) Duplicate detection is successful in certain domains, in
particular in customer relationship management where duplicate customers and their contact information must
be detected, and several research projects have presented well-suited domain-independent algorithms. Other
research directions have developed domain-independent approaches. All are usually performed as an individual
task, such as a separate cleansing step in an ETL procedure. Here we bed duplicate detection into a domainindependent ad-hoc querying environment. (iv) Data fusion, i.e., the step of actually merging multiple, duplicate
tuples into a single representation of a real world object, has only marginally been dealt with in research and
hardly at all in commercial products. The particular problem lies in resolving value-level contradictions among
the different representations of a single real-world object.
We have combined all these techniques under the umbrella of the Humboldt Merger (HumMer) – a onestop solution for fusing data from heterogeneous sources [3]. A unique feature of HumMer is that all steps are
performed in an ad-hoc fashion at run-time, initiated by a user query to the sources; in a sense, we perform ad
hoc, automatic, and virtual ETL. Apart from the known advantages of virtual data integration (up-to-dateness,
low storage requirement), this on-demand approach allows for maximum flexibility: New sources can be queried
immediately, albeit at the price of not generating as perfect query results as if the integration process were defined
by hand. To compensate, HumMer optionally visualizes each intermediate step of data fusion and allows users
to interfere: The result of schema matching can be adjusted, tuples discovered as being border-line duplicates
can be separated and vice versa, and finally, resolved data conflicts can be undone and resolved manually.
Ad-hoc and automatic data fusion is useful in many scenarios: Catalog integration is a typical one-time
problem for companies that have merged, but it is also of interest for shopping agents collecting data about
identical products offered at different sites. A customer shopping for CDs might want to supply only the different
sites to search on. The entire integration process, from finding corresponding metadata, to detecting entries
for identical CDs, and finally to fuse all conflicting data, possibly favoring the data of the cheapest store, is
performed under the covers. In such a scenario, a schema matching component is of special importance, as
many web sites use different labels for data fields or even no labels at all.
Another application made possible only by automatic data fusion systems like HumMer is the provision of
online data cleansing services. Users of such a service simply submit sets of heterogeneous and dirty data and
receive a consistent and clean data set in response. Such a service is useful for individuals trying to compare
different data sets, but also for organizations not wanting to employ complex ETL procedures for all data sets.
Finally, an important application is disaster data management. In an area affected by a disaster, data about
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damages, missing persons, hospital treatments etc. is often collected multiple times (causing duplicates) at different levels of detail (causing schematic heterogeneity) and with different levels of accuracy (causing data
conflicts). Fusing such data with the help of a graphical user interface can help speed up the recovery process
and for instance expedite insurance pay-outs or detect insurance fraud.

2 Components for Data Fusion
HumMer combines several larger research projects under one umbrella. In the following sections we describe
each project in some detail. Related work is references intermittently, but we point out that this article can be no
means be a complete survey for each of the vast fields of schema matching, duplicate detection, and data fusion.

2.1 Schema Matching and Data Transformation
When integrating autonomous data sources, we must assume that they do not conform to the same schema.
Thus, the first phase in the integration process is the resolution of schematic heterogeneity. This phase proceeds
in two sub-steps: schema matching, i.e., the identification of semantically equivalent schema elements, and data
transformation, i.e., the bringing the data under a single common schema.
Schema matching is the (semi-automatic) process of detecting attribute correspondences between two heterogeneous schemata. Various approaches that exploit different kinds of information [19], i.e., schema information [15], instances [17], or additional metadata [2], have been proposed. As we assume the databases to contain
duplicates according to our scenarios, we apply the DUMAS schema matching algorithm [4]: First, the DUMAS
efficiently detects a few duplicates in two (or more) unaligned databases and then derives a schema matching
based on similar attribute values of duplicates. This key idea is shown in Figure 2 where two detected duplicate
tuples from different sources are used to find a schema matching.
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Figure 2: Schema matching using duplicates
Duplicate detection in unaligned databases is more difficult than in the usual setting, because attribute correspondences are missing, i.e., it is not known which attribute values to compare. However, the goal of this phase
is not to detect all duplicates, but only as many as required for schema matching. Detecting all duplicates is
left to the next HumMer component. DUMAS considers a tuple as a single string and applies a string similarity
measure to extract the most similar tuple pairs. From the information retrieval field we adopt the well-known
TFIDF similarity for comparing records. Experimental evaluation shows that the most similar tuples are in fact
true duplicates.
These duplicates can be used for schema matching. If two duplicate tuples have the same or a sufficiently
similar attribute value, we assume that these attributes correspond. Because two non-corresponding attributes
might have a similar value by chance, we use several duplicates instead of only one. Two duplicates are compared field-wise using the SoftTFIDF similarity measure [7], resulting in a matrix containing similarity scores
for each attribute combination. The matrices of each duplicate are averaged, and the maximum weight matching is computed, resulting in a set of 1:1 correspondences. Correspondences with a similarity score below a
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given threshold are pruned. HumMer allows users to manually add missing or delete false correspondences
simultaneously across multiple data sources.
Like most related approaches, the matcher currently incorporated into HumMer is restricted to 1:1 correspondences. However, we have also developed a matcher that is able to detect complex 1:n or m:n correspondences
based on the detected duplicates. The underlying idea is to combine source or target attributes and merge their
respective matrix rows or columns in the matching step. The algorithm searches through the space of similarity
matrices using greedy pruning, i.e., if a merge does not improve the overall matching, that branch of the search
tree is not further considered.
In addition to complex matchings, we have also devised a duplicate-based matcher for schemata consisting
of multiple tables. The algorithm starts with a few correspondences and crawls though the schemata by joining
neighboring tables. In each step, additional correspondences are detected using the DUMAS matcher, which are
used in the following steps to add more tables.
Thus with the schema matching step, schematic inconsistencies are detected and “marked” with appropriate
correspondences. In the next sub-step the inconsistencies are overcome by transforming the data so that it
appears under a single common schema.
The following transformation phase is straightforward because we assume only union-type integration:
Without loss of generality, we assume that one schema is the preferred schema, which determines the names
of attributes that semantically appear in multiple sources. The attributes in the non-preferred schema that participate in a correspondence are renamed accordingly. All tables receive an additional sourceID attribute, which is
required in later stages. Finally, the full outer union of all tables is computed.
If correspondences cross multiple relations of source or target schema joins are necessary and a Clio-style
data transformation becomes necessary. In this paper we assume that integration is to be performed over relations
talking about same types of objects. Only then does duplicate detection and conflict resolution as described in
the next sections make sense. Any more complex transformations should be performed in beforehand.

2.2 Duplicate Detection
Duplicate detection is a research area with a long tradition. Beginning with early work on record linkage [11],
among many others a prominent technique for domain-dependent duplicate detection is the sorted neighborhood
method [14]. More recently, several approached have emerged that regard not only data in a single table, but
also data in related tables (or XML elements) to improve accuracy [1, 10, 21].
In [24] we introduce an algorithm that detects duplicates in XML documents. More precisely, duplicate
XML elements are detected by considering not only their text nodes, but also those of selected children, i.e.,
elements involved in a 1:N relationship with the currently considered element. We map this method to the relational world (similar to [1]) to detect duplicates in a table using not only its attribute values, but also “interesting”
attributes called descriptions, from relations that have some relationship to the current table. In this section, we
first describe how descriptions are selected. Then, we introduce the duplicate detection procedure that compares
tuples based on their descriptions.
2.2.1

Description Selection

Generally, we consider attributes interesting for duplicate detection being attributes that are (i) related to the
currently considered object, (ii) useable by our similarity measure, and (iii) likely to distinguish duplicates from
non-duplicates. We developed several heuristics to select such attributes in [25], based on descendant depth,
data type, content model, optionality of elements, etc. In the relational data integration scenario descriptions are
determined as follows: The attributes related to the currently considered object are attributes of the integrated
table and attributes of “children tables”. We consider as children all tables that contain foreign keys referencing
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the tables matched in the previous step. For efficiency, we limit the children tables to direct children only, i.e.,
no descendants reached by following more than one reference are considered.
The default description selection proposed by HumMer is the set of corresponding attributes between the
two schemas, i.e., those that include values for tuples from both sources, opposed to values of non-matching
attributes, which are padded with NULL values. Indeed, NULL values do not distinguish duplicates from non
duplicates and thus such attributes should not be included in the description.
The heuristic of selecting only matched attributes as descriptions applies both to the already matched tables
and attributes from their children tables. Therefore, the children tables need to be matched and integrated as
well. Currently, children tables are matched pairwisely and the transitive closure over these pairwise matches is
the final result. More specifically, let tables T1 and T2 be the two matched tables, and let {T1,1 , . . . , T1,k } and
{T2,1 , . . . , T2,m } be their respective children tables. Then, every pair of tables (T1,i , T2,j ), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, i ≤ j ≤ m
is matched. A given threshold determines if a pair of children tables correspond at all as shown in Figure 3. If
they do, their data in the matched attributes can be used for duplicate detection as well.
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Figure 3: Matching children tables to improve duplicate detection
Once the descriptions is determined automatically, HumMer provides a comfortable means to modify the
selection of interesting attributes proposed by our heuristics.
2.2.2

Duplicate Detection

After finalizing the selection of descriptions of an object, tuples are compared pairwisely using a thresholded
similarity approach. More specifically, using a similarity measure sim(t1 , t2 ) that computes the similarity between two tuples t1 and t2 , we classify a tuple pair as sure duplicate, possible duplicate, or non-duplicate, using
two thresholds θsure and θposs in the following duplicate classifier.


 t1 and t2 sure duplicates

if sim(t1 , t2 ) > θsure
t
and
t
possible
duplicates
if θposs ≤ sim(t1 , t2 ) ≤ θsure
Γ(t1 , t2 ) =
1
2

 t and t non-duplicates
otherwise
1
2

The currently used similarity measure sim() is proposed in [25] and takes into account (i) matched vs.
unmatched attributes, (ii) data similarity between matched attributes using edit distance and numerical distance
functions, (iii) the identifying power of a data item, measured by a soft version of IDF, and (iv) matched but
contradictory vs. non-specified (missing) data; contradictory data reduces similarity whereas missing data has
no influence on similarity. The number of pairwise comparisons are reduced by applying a filter and comparing
only the remaining pairs. The filter used in combination with our similarity measure is the filter proposed in [25]
that is defined as an upper bound to the similarity measure. Hence, if sim(t1 , t2 ) ≤ f ilter(t1 , t2 ) ≤ θposs , then
we can classify pair (t1 , t2 ) as non-duplicate without computing the actual similarity measure, which is more
complex to compute than the filter.
Pairs classified as possible duplicates are presented to the user in descending order of similarity. The user
can then manually classify the pair as sure duplicate or non-duplicate. Using the descending order of similarity,
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users can often conclude that after classifying several pairs as non-duplicates, the remaining pairs, which are
less similar, are also non duplicates.
When all pairs of sure duplicates are finally available, the transitive closure over duplicate pairs is formed
to obtain clusters of objects that all represent a single real-world entity. The output of duplicate detection is
the same as the input relation, but enriched by an objectID column for identification. Thus, inconsistencies at
tuple-level are resolved: The identity of each object and its multiple representations is know. Conflicts among
duplicates are resolved during conflict resolution.

2.3 Conflict Resolution
The last step in a data integration process, after schema matching and duplicate detection has been done, is to
combine the different representations of a single real world object into one single representation. This step is
referred to as data fusion and aims at resolving the still existing conflicts (uncertainties and contradictions) in
the attribute values. First we show a query language to specify for each attribute a functions to resolve conflicts.
Thereafter we present initial ideas to optimize queries involving data fusion.
2.3.1

Specifying data fusion

We consider data fusion as a step in the integration process that is guided by an (expert) user. The user specifies
how the different representations and their values are used in determining the final representation, whereas a
specific information system, like our HumMer system, carries out the fusion itself. In fusing data from different
sources, a user can follow one of several different strategies that are repeatedly mentioned in literature [12, 16,
18, 20, 22] and categorized in [6]. Example strategies are:
• C ONSIDER ALL POSSIBILITIES: Conflicts are ignored and all possible combinations of values (occasionally creating ones that have not been present in the sources before) are passed on to the user, who finally
decides about which “possible world” to choose.
• T RUST YOUR FRIENDS: Specific conflicts are avoided by taking a preference decision beforehand and
using only values from a specific source, leaving aside the (possibly conflicting) values from other sources.
• C RY WITH THE WOLVES: Choosing the value that is most often used, results in resolving a conflict by
taking one of the existing values and following the idea that correct values prevail over incorrect ones.
• M EET IN THE MIDDLE: Another possible way of resolving the conflict is in creating a new value that is a
compromise of all the conflicting values, e.g., an average over several numeric values.
Data fusion in the HumMer system is implemented as a relational operator. It takes as input a number of
tables containing multiple representations of a real world object and gives as output one table with exactly one
representation for each real world object. This is done by grouping and aggregation, hereby using a global key to
group the representations. The key needs to be provided by duplicate detection techniques applied before on the
data. In each group conflicts may arise in each column that is not used for grouping. These conflicts are resolved
per column by applying a conflict resolution function to the data. Functions that can be used do not only include
the standard SQL aggregation functions (min, max, sum, . . . ) but other more elaborate functions as well, for
instance functions that not only use the conflicting values in determining a final value, but also other data from
the same attribute, data from other attributes or metadata as given by the query context (e.g., statistics, meta data
of sources, etc.). The HumMer system is extensible allowing user defined conflict resolution functions. In the
following a brief list of some functions that could be used:
• M AX / M IN: Returns the maximum/minimum value of the conflicting data values.
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• G ROUP: Returns a set of all conflicting values and leaves resolution to the user.
• S HORTEST / L ONGEST: Chooses the value of minimum/maximum length.
• VOTE: Returns the value that appears most often among the present values. Ties could be broken by a
variety of strategies, e.g., choosing randomly.
• F IRST / L AST: Takes the first/last value of all values, even if it is a NULL value.
• C OALESCE: Takes the first NON - NULL value appearing.
• C HOOSE ( SOURCE ): Returns the value supplied by the specific source.
• M OST R ECENT: Recency is evaluated with the help of another attribute or other metadata.
The fusion operation is expressed with the help of the F USE B Y statement as described in [5]. Defaults, such
as using C OALESCE as the default conflict resolution function or using the order of the tables given as preference
judgement, as well as implicitly removing subsumed tuples, make it easy to specify conflict resolution in an
SQL-like syntax. By issuing such a F USE B Y statement the user is able to accomplish many of the different
possible fusion strategies. An example for a F USE B Y statement is:
SELECT
Name, RESOLVE(Age, max), RESOLVE(Address, choose(EE_Students))
FUSE FROM EE_Students, CS_Students
FUSE BY
(Name)
This statement fuses data two student tables, leaving just one tuple per student. Students are identified by their
name, conflicts in the age of the students are resolved by taking the max (assuming that people only get older),
and conflicts in the address are avoided by choosing the address from source EE Students (implementing a
T RUST YOUR FRIENDS strategy).
2.3.2

Optimizing data fusion

In an information integration scenario a F USE B Y statement could be seen as a mediator, composing different
sources and shaping a consistent view on these sources. Querying such a view results in a query tree combining
other relational operators and the fusion operator (e.g., Figure 4). The sources used in the view may themselves
be complex queries involving other relational operators as well.
σAge=20
φN ame,max(Age),choose(Address,EE)
EE=./N ame
S TUDENT

CS

A DDRESS

Figure 4: Query on two tables EE and CS involving Fusion and selection, assuming dirty tables CS and Student,
and clean table Address (one address per name). The φ operator denotes fusion
For ad-hoc queries efficiency is important. To support algebraic query optimization we analyze different
properties of the conflict resolution functions, e.g., commutativity, order dependance, decomposability, etc.
These play an important role when deciding whether a fusion operator can be pushed down below a join, or
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a selection can be pushed down below a fusion, etc. Rules for decomposable, order- and duplicate insensitive
functions, such as max and min, can be taken from the literature on optimization of grouping and aggregation
([13, 23]) and used in pushing down fusion beyond joins. Likewise, rules for selection pushdown below Group
By for these kinds of functions also apply to fusion [8].
An example for such a transformation is in Figure 5, where early selection and fusion decreases the cardinality of intermediate results. We are currently investigating rules for the more complex functions (VOTE,
C HOOSE, etc.), eventually making it necessary to use an extended relational algebra that is order-aware. The
rules will be included into the query optimizer of the HumMer system. Choosing among different equivalent
plans in a cost based fashion (physical query optimization) is currently only supported in the HumMer system
by using a tuple-based cost model.
σAge=20
φN ame,max(Age),choose(Address,EE)
./N ame
φN ame,max(Age)

φN ame,max(Age)

A DDRESS

σAge≥20

σAge≥20

πN ame,Age

S TUDENT

CS

Figure 5: Query from Figure 4, optimized, decreasing the size of intermediate results by pushing selection and
fusion down the tree. The φ operator denotes fusion

3 Composing the Individual Steps
The Humboldt Merger is implemented as a stand-alone Java application. The underlying engine of the entire
process is the XXL framework, an extensible library for building database management systems [9]. This
engine together with some specialized extensions handles tables and performs the necessary table fetches, joins,
unions, and groupings. On top of the process lies a graphical user interface that drives the user experience.
HumMer combines the techniques described in the previous section to achieve all phases of data fusion in a
single system. A metadata repository stores all registered sources of data under an alias. Sources can include
tables in a database, flat files, XML files, web services, etc. Since we assume relational data within the system,
the metadata repository additionally stores instructions to transform data into its relational form. This section
briefly describes the architecture and dataflow within the system, as shown in Fig. 6.
HumMer works in two modes: First, querying via a basic SQL interface, which parses F USE B Y queries
and returns the result. Second, querying via a wizard guiding users in a step by step fashion: Given a set of
aliases as chosen by the user in a query, HumMer first generates the relational form of each and passes them to
the schema matching component. There, columns with same semantics are identified and renamed accordingly,
favoring the first source mentioned in the query. The result is visualized by aligning corresponding attributes on
the screen. Users can correct or adjust the matching result. Data transformation adds an extra sourceID column
to each table to store the alias of the data source and performs a full outer union on the set of tables.
The resulting table is input to duplicate detection. If source tables are part of a larger schema, this component
consults the metadata repository to fetch additional tables and generate child data to support duplicate detection.
First, the schema of the merged table, along with other tables that still might reside in the databases is visualized
8
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Figure 6: The HumMer framework fusing heterogeneous data in a single process
as a tree. Heuristics determine which attributes should be used for duplicate detection. Users can optionally
adjust the results of the heuristics by hand within the schema. The duplicate detection component adds yet
another column to the input table – an objectID column designating tuples that represent the same real-world
object. The results of duplicate detection are visualized in three segments: Sure duplicates, sure non-duplicates,
and unsure cases, all of which users can decide upon individually or in summary.
The final table is then input to the conflict resolution phase, where tuples with same objectID are fused into
a single tuple and conflicts among them are resolved according to the query specification. At this point, the
relational engine also applies other query predicates. The final result is passed to the user to browse or use
for further processing. As an added feature, data values can be color-coded to highlight uncertainties and data
conflicts. Also HumMer collects lineage information for each value, so that users can see the original conflicting
values and their data source. Figure 7 shows a screen shot of this final view.

4 Outlook
We conclude by reiterating the observation that surprising little work has been done in the field of data fusion to
improve the quality of data. A survey of the field of duplicate detection, which would be an obvious place for
authors to at least indicate what is to be done once duplicates are detected, yielded no satisfactory approaches. In
fact, a common synonymous term for duplicate detection is “duplicate elimination”, which precisely describes
what many authors propose: Simply remove all but one representative of a duplicate group.
In the field of data integration there are indeed a few concrete approaches to data fusion as cited exemplarily
in Section 2.3. Those results have not yet moved to commercial databases and applications yet, despite great
efforts of vendors to extend databases to wrap heterogeneous data sources. Data fusion in real-world applications
is mostly performed manually or is hard-coded into proprietary applications or ETL scripts. We believe that
inclusion of data fusion capabilities into the DBMS kernel is promising.
Acknowledgments. Christoph Böhm and Karsten Draba were very helpful in implementing HumMer. This
research was supported by the German Research Society (DFG grants no. NA 432 and GRK 316).
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Figure 7: Screenshot of HumMer
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